God worked to create us and save us – with the purpose that we would also work.

Start at the arrow and cross out every “B.” Put the remaining letters in order in the blanks to make a sentence.

WBMBEDDBSS
EKABIUTK
ARNNSOBB
BOSABEDR
RWBECJOO
ESHRHTBW
GBICRGBD
ODPBISSO

, 

Write the name of each object. Then put the boxed letters on the lines to finish the sentence.

Paul tells us that we are alive in Christ.

Paul described people without Christ as being ...
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God offers eternal life to all who believe in Jesus Christ.

Find each word in the sentence above in the puzzle below.
You can find them ↑↓←→↙.

God gives eternal life as a gift, not a reward for good works.

Fit the list of words into the crossword. Then place the words into the verse according to their numbers.

For it is by ____________________________ 8 11 5

__________________________ 15 7 4 3

– and this is ___________________________ 6 12

__________________________, it is the _______ 9 10 DOWN

of ___________________________ – _________ by ________, so that

10 ACROSS 6 2

__________________________ 16 13 1 14